SEE INDIVIDUAL SCHEMATIC DRAWINGS FOR WIRE COLORS.
N/U = NOT USED
ALL DIODES ARE IN-4004
U1, U2 & U3 = 2N3081
* SE9302 SUBSTITUTE X44E198
[BN-1-Y] = WIRE COLOR
(8) = SOLENOID TEST DISPLAY NO.

SCALE: [Diagram]
PART MUST BE FREE OF BURRS

STERN ELECTRONICS INC
1725 DIVERSEY BLVD, CHICAGO 60614

UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED, ALL FRACTIONAL DIMENSIONS CARRY TOLERANCES OF PLUS AND MINUS .010. ALL DECIMAL DIMENSIONS PLUS AND MINUS .005. EXCEPTIONS: DIODES, TRANSISTORS, RELAYS, RESISTORS, CERAMIC CAPACITORS, AND FUSES.

DECIMAL PLUS AND MINUS .005. DECIMAL DIMENSIONS ON TOOLS PLUS AND MINUS .005.

ANGLES: 90 DEGREES UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED.

REV: END DATE
WILD FIRE

ELECTRONICS